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Thank you for attending this Restorative Circle workshop! Please be sure to download our free 
mini guide for additional information and instructions on conducting your own family Circles.  

 
Essential Circle Elements: Families should take care to use the following elements to 
create the space for all participants to speak their truth respectfully to one another. 

 
Seating of all participants in a circle (preferably without any tables) 
Opening ceremony 
Centerpiece 
Values/guidelines 
Talking piece 
Guiding questions 
Closing ceremony 

 
If you have any questions about these elements,  

please refer to our free mini guide before conducting your Circle! 
 
Circle Outline 
The detail in this outline is provided to offer concrete examples and stimulate creative 
thinking. It is not intended to be prescriptive. The circle is not a rigid process and can be 
adapted to the cultural and personal needs of your family. 
 
Welcome : Welcome everyone to the circle. Thank them for coming and express 
appreciation (and excitement) for their willingness to share what happened at school 
today. This is an excellent framework to use weekly for a regular family check-in. As 
people are settling in, invite each family member to bring a personal item that represents 
happiness to them and place it in the center.  Give them 5 minutes to make their 
selections and return to their seats. 
 
Explain Talking Piece: Every time we start a circle, it’s useful to remind participants about 
the talking piece. The talking piece will be passed around the circle from person to 
person. Only the person holding the talking piece may speak. It is always okay to pass 
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the talking piece without speaking. The person holding the talking piece has the 
opportunity to speak without interruption while everyone else has the opportunity to 
listen without the need to respond.  
 
Let your family know what will be your Talking Piece today and why you chose it. 
 
Opening : As an opener, have everyone pick up their happiness item from the center and 
hold it. Invite them to close their eyes and envision a recent memory that triggers 
happiness.  Enjoy the moment in silence and take a few deep breaths. 
 
Alternatively, you can plan another opening that better fits your family - perhaps you read 
a favorite poem or an encouraging quote; maybe you dance together to a favorite song. 
Remember that the opening ceremony serves as a transition to help your family stop 
what they were doing before and prepare to enter Circle. 
 
Values : Before digging into the purpose of today’s circle (discussing recent changes), do 
a Values Round using the printed core beliefs.  Ask family members to select one that 
resonates with them today and share why. 
 
Guidelines: The Circle Keeper can follow up to the Values Round by reminding the family 
of the guidelines that you’ve agreed to. For example, the Keeper may say: As a reminder, 
we’ve agreed as a family that -  

● We will honor the way the talking piece works by only speaking when we hold the 
talking piece. 

● It is always okay to pass the talking piece without speaking. 
● We will speak and listen with respect. 
● We will speak and listen from the heart. 
● We will honor the privacy of people’s words and not share their words with others. 
● We will take the time we need to express ourselves while also making sure 

everyone else has time too. 
 
The Values and Guidelines in Circle are reminders of how we hope to show up when 
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we are at our best. The Values and Guidelines help us to live well together, balancing 
the needs of each of us as individuals with the needs of us as a family. 
 
Round 1: Share what you’ve brought and why it brings happiness to you. 
 
Round 2: What’s something that you felt you did well at today? How did it feel? 
 
Round 3: We are so happy and proud to hear about the good things that are happening 
at school (or work)! And we also want to hear about the more stressful events. If you have 
something you are struggling with due to recent changes, I invite you to share it with us 
now. Is there a way that someone in our family can help? 
 
Round 4: Share how stress lodges itself in your body when you are going through hard 
things? 
 
Round 5: How will these insights help you in the next two weeks?  
 
Round 6: What’s one positive thing you can do for yourself or we can support you in  this 
week to balance out the highs and lows?  
 
Check-out Round : Pass the talking piece around and ask all to express in one word how 
they are feeling. 
 
Closing : We close our Circle by affirming and thanking our family members. The Circle 
Keeper usually begins by turning to the person next to them and saying, “I see you. 
Thank you for sharing!” and the person responds, “I see you. Thank you for listening!” 
These call-and-response affirmation goes around the circle until it ends with the Keeper 
responding “I see you. Thank you for listening!” to the last person.   
 
Materials Needed : Determine from the outline all the materials you need to bring to the 
circle (e.g. any written values or guidelines from a previous circle, talking piece, center 
items, readings or other opening materials, the circle outline, etc.) 
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7 Core Beliefs for Restorative Circles 

Print these values and place them in the center of your family circles. 
 

1. Everyone in this Circle has inherent value, dignity, and worth. 

2. Everyone in this Circle has gifts and talents. Everyone is 

needed for what they have to offer the world. 

3. All of us has a purpose to fulfill in this life. 

4. Our actions affect others - we are interconnected. 

5. We each have a deep desire to be in good relationships with 

others. 

6. In this Circle, we have what we need to begin to make 

positive change. 

7. In this Circle, we recognize and engage one another from a 

holistic perspective (our intellect, emotions, spirit, and body). 


